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We present corrections to Fact 3 and (as a consequence) to Lemma 1 of BUCS Technical Report BUCS-TR-
2000-013 (also published in IEEE ICNP'2000) [1]. These corrections result in slight changes to the formulae used
for the identications of shared losses, which we quantify.
Correction to Fact 3
Let n
A
denote the fraction of the 2-packet probes in which the rst packet sent in the pair is destined to client
A and let n
B





= 1). The corrected statement of Fact 3 in [1] is the following:
Fact 3 The quantity b
A;B














































Correction to Lemma 1








  1 is no longer an unbiased














The corrected unbiased estimate for X is given in the corrected Lemma 1 (below) in terms of the quantity X

.




























































































































































































This equation is in terms of X and q
S




















































































Finally, substituting 1  q
S
























In the above derivation, equation 2 relates the quantities X and X

. Recall that X

is precisely the (erroneous)
quantity used in [1] as an unbiased estimator for X. Thus, equation 2 allows us to quantify the \error" introduced
through the use of X

rather than X. Let E = (X

 X)=X denote this error (relative to X).

















)) is at most 1 ( = 1 in case q
A
= 1 and q
B
= 1), then we are underestimating




. We are currently evaluating the eect
of this error on our simulation results. Initial evidence suggests that the corrected results (shown in Figures 4
through 8) of [1] are almost identical to (visually indistinguishable from) those reported in [1].
Acknowledgment: We are very grateful to Don Towsley for discovering the incorrect statement of Fact 3 in
[1] and for alerting us to the consequence of this error.
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